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The Mitchells’ ancestral house was once a previous king’s residence, so it was painted with
red paint that only royalties could use. Not only was the roof made of beast-shaped tile, the
beams, interlocking wooden brackets and ledges were all decorated with green paint. There
were landscapes and pavilions inside the house. Throughout the generations of the Mitchell
Family, they had always preserved and maintained the house with care since it was still
valuable for research. That was why everyone was saddened to know that it was going to be
demolished, but they had no other option.

Suddenly, a few cars stopped at the entrance.

As soon as the car doors opened, Sophia, Sean, Justin, Vincent, Derek and the others exited
at the same time before walking toward the gates.

Everyone cheered. “Miss Sophia and the others are here!”

In some people’s eyes, Cooper and Alex’s fight for the family was like a battle between two
Gods. Some minor characters felt that it was better to continue with their lives and not be
involved in it while some hot-headed ones chose to side with Cooper, but there were still
some who decided to stay at the old Mitchell residence. Even though the entire family was
divided, they were still related by blood, so they had privately contacted each other.

Their last home was now being taken from them and they were powerless to do anything, so
when they saw Sophia arrive, everyone instinctively cleared a path for her.

Before entering the house, she shouted, “Let us see who is the one daring enough to come
after our ancestral house!”

Everyone quickly went up and pushed the door open.

The moment the door was opened, they saw many people from the Yard and Edwards
Family standing inside.

In front, Henry and Ryan were still limping around with their legs. After being whacked by
Sophia, they were kicked to the floor and stepped on during Anna and Jordan’s engagement
ceremony, which showed their disastrous luck recently.



That night, when Lucy kneeled at the door of the Edwards residence, they were about to
throw her out, but were unexpectedly knocked down by the members of the Edwards Family
swarming out and someone even beat them up during the chaos. After the incident, they
caught many people in the Edwards Family for questioning and even killed two members,
but they still could not figure out who the mastermind was.

That was the reason why both of them still limped around at that point.

One of them had his left leg broken while the other had his right leg broken, but it did not
seem to stop them from being arrogant at all.

No one dared to say a word when the two of them killed two people in the Edwards Family,
so buying an ancestral house from Sandra was nothing to them.

Upon seeing Sophia and the others furiously charging toward them, Henry slowly walked
down the steps with his cane. “Haha, it’s too late. The ancestral house no longer belongs to
the Mitchell Family. It now belongs to us, the Yard Family.”

Now that Sandra had become the Yard brothers’ lapdog, she took advantage of their
support and sneered, “We’ve already transferred the house last week. We received the
property deed this afternoon.”

Then, Ryan arrogantly asked his secretary to throw a stack of copies of the property deed
around. After picking them up, Sophia could see the two names written on the column
indicating ownership in black and white—Henry Yard and Ryan Yard. They’ve really
transferred it to their names…

When Henry saw her upset face, he could feel his arrogance rising through the roof, so he
yelled, “Open your f*cking eyes to take a good look—I’m the owner now. From now on, I want
the Mitchells out of here!”

He even rudely pointed his cane at members of the Mitchell Family who were present at the
scene.

The Mitchells were filled with rage as they directed their hatred toward Henry and Ryan, but
they hated Sandra more for selling the ancestral house for fortune, so they hoped that
Sophia would be able to snatch the house from them.



However, Ryan mocked. “Looks like they still won’t give up! Someone come and hang our
new sign!”

A sign was then carried over by someone with the immature words ‘Mitchells and dogs are
forbidden from entering’ written clearly on it.

“Come and place this sign at the entrance. From now on, if you see any dogs or the
Mitchells coming in, just kick them out!” Henry sounded so arrogant that his once dashing
face now became distorted and perverted.

Every one of the Mitchells who were at the scene was filled with anger and humiliation. The
two huskies also started to bark fiercely to vent their frustration.

However, Sophia calmly accepted the copy of the property deed that was given by Henry
and Ryan before handing it to a member of the Mitchells standing next to her. “Take care of
this evidence for me. Today, we’re going to report the Yard Family, Sandra and the property
management office. We can’t let any one of them go scot free.”

Henry and Ryan were left dumbfounded as they did not know what she was talking about.
Maybe she is scaring us. Besides, the property deed is already in our hands. Why should we
be afraid of them?

Unexpectedly, Sophia added, “I bet you two aren’t registered as a Cethosian yet, right?
Cethos isn’t a country for immigrants and we rarely accept foreigners as our citizens, so it’s
difficult for anyone to gain Cethosian citizenship.”

Henry did not know what she meant, but someone from the Mitchell Family got the gist.
“The two of you don’t have citizenship in Cethos, which means you are foreigners.
According to the law, foreigners must fulfill a few conditions before buying a property in
Bayside City. One of the conditions requires you to stay in the country for more than a year.
Do you think you’ve been here for a year, my foreign friends?”

Actually, he knew all along that they did not have the legal right to buy properties in Bayside
City because of that condition, but it did not matter. What can’t be done with money? The
property deed is already on my hands, which means I’m now the legal owner of the
Mitchells’ ancestral house!



“So what? The deed is now in our hands, so what can you do to us? Are you going to file a
lawsuit? I’ll be waiting for you!” He stood on top of the steps while looking down at everyone
below him with arrogance.

What an arrogant idiot. They actually think that they can get away with anything in Bayside
City with the Edwards Family backing them. The city doesn’t belong to the Edwards Family!
Sophia gave a cold smile before preparing to leave. They won’t be able to take this house
away. Sandra doesn’t have the right to sell and the Yard Family doesn’t have the right to buy
either.

“I’ll see you in court.” She waved her hand as her back faced the two brothers.

Yet, Henry was unfazed by her at all. I’ll bring the excavator here tomorrow and demolish all
of this to build my office building!

However, just as she was about to leave, she saw a sports car arriving before it stopped at
the entrance. It was a seductive silver sports car, giving the aura that the owner of the car
was not someone ordinary.

At first, Sophia thought it was a member of the Mitchell Family who was late, but
surprisingly, the person who alighted was a woman dressed in a black hip skirt and wearing
a pair of big black-rimmed glasses. With her black hair tucked behind her head, she stoically
walked over while three to five bodyguards followed her from behind. It’s Lucy! She has
completely changed her style by coloring her hair black. Even her mannerism and looks
seem to be drastically different than before.

Lucy walked straight toward Henry and the others, treating as if she did not see Sophia
there.

He whistled frivolously while perversely staring at Lucy’s slim body. “Hey, aren’t you my
affectionate sister?”

With an emotionless face, she received a document from her secretary and threw it
indifferently in front of him. “On behalf of the Edwards Group’s board of directors, I hereby
announce that the board has rejected your plans to develop the Mitchells’ ancestral house
as a commercial area.”

After that, she turned and left like an emotionless machine, but there was a powerful
strength hidden in her tiny body.
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Upon hearing their conversation, Sohpia immediately understood the situation.

The Mitchells’ ancestral house was situated at the center of Bayside City’s old city area.
Back then, it was a palace for the prince due to its close distance to the royal palace, so that
piece of land and the community behind it had a high value. Even if Henry and Ryan wanted
to develop the land, they definitely did not have the financial affordability.

Therefore, they could only do it through a company by presenting a plan for real estate
development to buy the house.

However, the Yard Group was a foreign-registered company, so it was troublesome for them
to transfer the funds over. It would be faster to retrieve the funds from the Edwards Group
since they had already replaced Lucy as the person in charge.

That also meant that after transferring ownership of the house to Henry, Sandra would not
necessarily receive a penny for the payment. If their plan was rejected, they would not be
able to collect the money.

The moment Henry realized that his plan was rejected, his smug face instantly turned
furious to the point where Sophia felt that his facial muscles easily cramped.

“Lucy, stop! How dare you reject my plan! You and this b*tch, Sophia, must be working
together!”

By then, Lucy had already entered her car, but when she heard Henry’s words, she coldly
returned and continuously threw a few documents and newspapers at him.

Her voice was rather calm, but every word of hers sounded like a sharp blade that no one
dared to refute. “The board and I rejected your plan because this land was once Bayside
City’s old city area. There are a few palaces from the ancient empire nearby and due to the
many cultural relics here, it poses a higher research value. This land and a few nearby
streets has long been forbidden from being demolished and developed. The palace in front
of you here is the private residence of the politically powerful Prince Alard. It is the most
preserved palace in Bayside City at the moment, so it has long been included in the national
culture protection list. Even though it is the private residence of the Mitchell Family, it is still



an important relic that is protected under the official seal of the Bayside City Cultural
Department. This is why your development plan isn’t profitable at all. You are only spending
money to buy a first class national relic that can’t be commercially developed. If you don’t
believe me, here are the relevant documents and news reports.”

Sophia was shocked by Lucy’s explanation. Looks like I need to quickly brush up on my
knowledge of history. I only think that the house looks good, but I’m surprised that it has
such a colorful background!

Members of the Mitchell Family continued to speak out and shared the history during that
period with everyone

“She’s right. There are now only a dozen palaces in Bayside City—most of which are
nationalized as the office for functional departments. However, our ancestral house was
given special permission by the country back then to be owned privately.”

“Back when the Yard Family colluded with outsiders to invade Bayside City, you occupied all
the palaces and even deliberately bombarded them using artillery. You took whatever you
could and smashed the ones you couldn’t. This palace belonged to the Mitchell Family since
then because our ancestors fought hard to defend our home from the rampaging outsiders.
That’s why the house is the most perfectly preserved palace in the entire Bayside City!”

“We’ve been living here for a century. Back then, you couldn’t snatch it away from us, so
don’t even try doing it now. If you dare to demolish our house, we’ll head to the cultural
department and sue you!”

Upon hearing all the points, Sophia suddenly had a newfound respect. I can’t believe that
this place has such a glorious past!

However, Henry, Sandra and the others looked more upset. I can’t believe this sh*tty house
is a relic! No wonder it was so difficult for us to transfer it! We’ve used a lot of money to
bribe our way so that it could work!

Of course, the money mostly came agonizingly from Sandra. Initially, she thought that after
the development plan for the Mitchells’ ancestral house was accepted, the funds would
come and she would soon receive the payment. I just never expected…

However, nobody cared where it was really a relic or not because in Henry and Ryan’s eyes, it
was just a matter of time before they bought it!



Sure enough, the two of them were having none of it. If Lucy won’t let us buy it, we’ll still buy
it!

“Do you really think you can stop me from buying the place? Lucy, who do you think you
are?”

However, Lucy was not in the mood to quarrel with them as she had only swung by today to
take a look.

She turned and returned to her car while ignoring what Henry said. Without coming out
again, the car immediately left.

Upon hearing that the Yard Family were planning to buy the ancestral house to build an
office building, many of the Mitchells gathered, causing the entrance to be flooded with
people. However, the sign with the words ‘Mitchells and dogs are forbidden from entering’
was so hurtful to the eyes that someone went up and trampled it.

As soon as Lucy was gone, the Mitchells swarmed into the house. Inside the house, Henry
and Ryan had only brought a few dozen men who resembled chickens because they were
not a match against the Mitchells in terms of numbers.

As soon as Henry realized the numbers of the opposition, he finally threw in the towel and
stepped backward while his whole body started to perspire.

Then, Sophia strode in and waved her hand. “Come and throw these things out!”

Everyone from the Mitchell Family roared and rushed forward. In a blink of an eye, they
surrounded the others.

Although Sandra’s expression had drastically changed, she still managed to maintain her
last dignity as she shouted, “What are you all doing? I’m still the head of the Mitchell Family
and the president of Mitchell’s Technology, which makes me someone with a higher status.
If you dare to touch me, I’ll call the police. There are now rules in society and what you are
doing is illegal!”

However, Sophia sneered coldly. “Not only did you try to illegally sell a first class national
relic, you even tried to poison your own younger brother. Where were your so-called rules
then?”



The moment Sophia mentioned about a younger brother being poisoned, Sandra suddenly
found an excuse to buy her way out and yelled, “You killed my little brother, Al. Now, we can’t
even locate his body. I want to sue you and send you to prison!”

As soon as she finished her words, a childish voice was suddenly heard from the crowd.
“You are lying. I’m not dead. I’m actually quite alive!”

Albert walked out and tried his best to be strict with a straight back. “Dad left this house for
me. You don’t have the right to sell it!”

After that, the pump of air in his chest seemed to have disappeared as he turned and hid
behind Derek.

Not only did Alex’s will state that the house was reserved for Albert and the Mitchell Family,
but the ancestors even set a rule saying that the house could never be sold. Yet, it did not
stop Sandra from being greedy, so she forged Albert’s death certificate, making her as Alex’s
only heir. After she received the house, she secretly sold it to Henry. Of course, since Henry
and Ryan were not capable of buying the house, all of the documents were also forged.

Even though the entire procedure was illegal, she was confident that no one would dare to
question it as long as the house was in the hands of the Yard Family. What else can Cooper
and Sophia do? Steal the house from the Yard Family?

However, the moment she saw Albert, she was so scared that she stepped back and almost
fell onto the ground. I fed him the poison myself. It’s impossible for him to be alive! But now,
he’s alive and well! I’ve seen a ghost!

“I-It’s impossible.” Sandra muttered. “He is not Albert!”

When Sophia gazed at Sandra’s pale face, she lost the desire to kick the latter.

She wanted to leave Sandra to someone who had a stronger desire to kill her.
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Everyone surrounded the members from the Yard Family as they tried to hurl the latter out.
With bloodshot eyes, Henry was forced to retreat to a corner.

“What are you doing? Do you know who I am? My father is the head of the Edwards Family
and my mother is the president of the Ronney Group. If you dare to take one more step, I’ll
incinerate the whole Mitchell Family tomorrow!”

The defeated Sandra also seemed to gain some courage as she rushed in front of him
courageously like a lapdog, and shouted, “What are you doing? These two are the Young
Masters of the Yard Family and the Ronney Group is influential around the world. In their
eyes, they can easily crush the tiny Mitchell Family like ants!”

Everyone looked at each other, but some actually backed off slowly. The Ronney Group isn’t
someone whom we can mess with.

The Ronney Group was a huge corporation that expanded around the globe, so the ‘newly
born’ Dragon Corporation by the Mitchells was not their match at all. Even if Cooper was
back, they still needed time to defeat the Ronney Group. Furthermore, the union between the
Ronney and Edwards Groups made it harder for the Mitchells to deal with them. If we
actually throw them out, we may never get our ancestral house back. It’s better to lay low
and not go overboard…

Among the crowd, Linus rushed forward as he was late, so he was unable to see what had
happened beforehand. Now, he felt that he had something to say, so he walked out, but
before he could even open his mouth, Sandra slammed him with harsh words. “What are
you trying to say? Do you still think you are the Young Master of the Michel Family? You are
nothing; you are merely an adopted son who likes to speak nonsense! You have betrayed the
Mitchell Family by working for the Michel Group. Do you really think you have any value in
that company? They are just treating you as a lapdog!” Linus wanted to say something, but
she continued to shout at him. “Go away! You are a traitor in the eyes of the Mitchell Family.
Go back and be the Michel Family’s personal dog. We don’t need you!”

After that, he furrowed his brows. I knew I shouldn’t come out. Everytime I make my
presence known in the Mitchell Family, they will always mention my refusal to change my
last name.

Sure enough, the moment she saw him, she brought up his matters again. “This is your
young master—an infertile homosexual who is willing to be the Michel Family’s lapdog
instead of returning to the Mitchell Family to be a man! Without any sons, there is no hope in



following Cooper. Not only that; he doesn’t even have a competent heir to inherit the Dragon
Corporation!”

Everyone stared at Linus. He has been working for Michel Group all this time. However, it is
a bit strange for him to be working in other people’s company when he himself has a
corporation of his own.

Many of the Mitchells were unaware of Cooper’s true identity, so in their eyes, Linus’ actions
seemed a bit weird to them. Usually, no one dared to doubt him, but after Sandra mentioned
it, everyone started to whisper among themselves.

“I’m also curious as to why he didn’t return to the Dragon Corporation since he is one of the
Mitchell Family. Instead, he keeps on working for the Michel Group.”

“Even though he is an adopted son, he should side with his biological father instead of his
adoptive father. Could it be that…”

Everyone had a rough guess in their minds, but no one dared to voice it out loud.

Upon hearing everyone’s discussion, Sandra’s smile turned even more menacing as she
used harsh words to answer everyone’s doubts.

“Can’t you see? Haha, Michel Group is the world’s second largest military weapons dealer
and a giant in the digital electronics industry, so their market value is many times the value
of the Mitchell Family. For Linus Michel, being a lapdog in the Michel Group gives him more
status than being a Mitchell. Do you want to know why Cooper didn’t let him officially
become a Mitchell? Haha, although he is just an adopted son, his status will still increase if
he sends his son to the Michel Group. No matter what, it is still better than being a poor
Young Master in the Mitchell Group! Not only did Cooper fail to educate his son, but he even
turned him into a disgusting homosexual and used him to gain more fortune! They are no
different from each other!”

After that, Sandra laughed maniacally, as if she suddenly had the advantage of standing on
a moral high ground.

All of the sudden, everyone remained silent as their eyes turned toward Linus and Sophia,
waiting for them to provide an explanation. Does Linus want to be the Michel Family’s
adopted son or return and become the Mitchell Family’s true heir?



Just as he was about to explain while rubbing his temple, she suddenly gave Sandra a slap
on the face. “It’s none of your business whether my brother likes boys or girls!”

He immediately grabbed Sophia’s hand. After Sandra was slapped, her face had reddened
as well as Sophia’s hand.

“Let’s not waste our time with her.” After that, he held Sophia’s palm in his hand and gently
rubbed it.

Sandra lacked the courage to stand on the frontline after being slapped because she was
afraid of landing herself in trouble if both parties fought, so she gloomily hid behind the
Yards.

Henry also suddenly remembered the ‘unbearable’ situation that Linus was still working in
the Michel Group even though the latter was merely an adopted son, so he strode forward.
When he was about to push Sophia aside, her eyes widened as she glared at him. He
followed suit and threatened, “My father is Jordan Edwards, who is the chief behind the Yard
Group and Edwards Group. If you dare to hit me, I’ll go home and tell my father.”

She could feel a tingle under her foot and just as she was about to raise it, Linus had
surprisingly raised his limb and kicked Henry on his stomach, which sent him to the floor.

“How dare you criticize my father…” Linus elegantly stretched his leg and said to Sophia,
“Girls shouldn’t hit people all the time.” When it comes to hitting people, leave it to me.

After being kicked by Linus, Henry coughed as his face paled. “Y-You wait and see. My
father is Jordan Edwards!”

Linus elegantly swept the dust away on his pants before replying, “My father is Fass Michel.”

However, he felt that it was meaningless to compare fathers with Henry.

Ryan laughed loudly. “I’m afraid you’ve gone insane! Are you even worthy to be Fass’ son?
Are you worthy to have the last name of ‘Michel’?” He ridiculed Linus’ status as an adopted
son. “Why would Fass have a son like you? He only has a daughter named Lucile and I’ve
slept with her before! Sooner or later, Fass will become my father-in-law and by then, I’ll
mercilessly kill you, the little adopted son, like an ant!”



In Ryan’s mind, all of the women he had outside were for fun because he had already
intended to marry someone a long time ago—Fass’ daughter, Lucile. She was his only
daughter, which meant that the whole Michel Group would belong to Ryan if he married her.

He felt that with his charm and background, winning Lucile’s heart would be a piece of cake.
As a result, he was arrogant with his words—even though he had never met her and Fass
before.

However, the moment he finished his words, Linus sent another fist in his direction and it
was stronger this time. Blood immediately spilled as two teeth fell out with veins still
attached to it.

A moment ago, Linus still looked indifferent toward their comments, but his face was now
filled with rage and murderous intent as his blue eyes started to burn with fury. “If you have
the guts, I dare you to say those words one more time!”
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Ryan grunted and rose from the floor, but he still refused to admit defeat. “ I’ve slept with the
Young Lady of the Michel Family. Haha, what is it? Do you plan to sleep with her too? Are
you even qualified? You are just an insignificant adopted son, who isn’t even better than a
dog—”

Before Ryan could even finish his sentence, Linus immediately lifted his foot and stepped on
his hand. After Linus gave a few hard stomp, Ryan yelled in pain as the two brothers were
kicked aside.

Linus was weirdly violent at that moment and even Sophia, who stood beside him, felt
goosebumps all over her body.

She called him softly, “Linus…”

His face was as dark as charcoal as he kicked Ryan’s tooth out of his mouth. “If you ever
disrespect my little sister, I won’t let you walk out of Bayside City.”



However, Ryan spat a mouthful of blood and laughed. “Haha, your little sister? Lucile is Fass’
only daughter. What makes you think that she is your younger sister? Stop giving yourself so
much credit! When I said that I want to have s*x with her, I will do so. You are just a
powerless adopted son who does not have the authority!”

Unexpectedly, the deep voice of a man, like a large bell, exploded in the Mitchells’ ancestral
house.

“Then, I’ll be the authority.”

The voice came from the crowd as everyone took the initiative to clear a path to the
entrance. The moment the door was opened, a group was seen standing outside, but no one
knew when they had arrived. Their presence would have been obvious because they had a
different feature, as compared to the locals, and wore the same uniform that bore the
Michel Family’s sigil on their sleeves.

Cooper stood in front of the group with a weary expression, but his eyes were filled with a
profound energy.

“Dad! You’re back!” Sophia happily welcomed him.

His face was cold and strict, but he still reached out to caress her head before striding
inside the house. As he walked toward the corner where the Yard brothers were forced to
retreat to, he saw the two defeated men feigning strength even though they were hugging
each other as their bodies shivered.

At first, Cooper thought that since they were Annabel’s offspring, he should not be harsh on
them, but since they were not, there was nothing much to consider anymore.

Upon seeing Cooper walking toward them, the two brothers trembled. Even though they had
assumed that he was merely a tiny family head in Bayside City who was not someone
whom they should be worried of, they still felt a strange oppressive feeling every time he
showed up in front of them.

Although they were under pressure under his oppressive aura, Henry still remained
headstrong. “Cooper, my father is Jordan Edwards and my mother is the head of the Yard
Family. Please reconsider your current status before trying to lay your hands on us!”



However, Cooper ignored Henry and turned to ask Ryan while his blue eyes stared at him,
like an evil dragon’s death stare. “What did you say earlier? Can you repeat it for me?”

Upon seeing their numbers, Ryan started to panic because his backup had not arrived, so
the confidence in his voice tapered as he stuttered, “M-My father is Jordan Edwards and my
mother is Anna Yard! I-If you dare to kill me, I’ll tell my father about this.”

Cooper’s face remained emotionless as he reminded, “Not that sentence. I want to hear
what you said before I came in.”

Ryan thought about it and remembered, so he said loudly, “My fiancee is Lucile and my
father-in-law is Fass, the second largest military weapon dealer in the world. He only has
one daughter, so his entire fortune will belong to me in the future. By then, I’ll become the
second largest military weapon dealer in the world and I’ll shoot you to death!”

Sophia was speechless while Linus gave a resigned smile.

On the other hand, Cooper was enraged and suddenly strangled Ryan’s neck while gritting
his teeth. “How dare you take advantage of me!”

Ryan’s eyes widened and no one was able to tell whether it was out of shock or fear. As
Cooper strangled his throat, he croaked, “F-Fass?!”

His eyes rolled and saw the Michel Family’s sigil hanging on Cooper’s sleeves. The people
behind Cooper also wore the same logo—and some were the Mitchels that the Yard
brothers met before.

Cooper gave a cold smile, but did not seem to loosen his grip at any moment. “Are you
trying to take advantage of me—Fass Michel? I’m now standing right in front of you. Do
what you can!”

Henry also seemed to realize something. “Cooper, you are Fass?! You—”

His words instantly shocked the entire Mitchell Family. When did Cooper become Fass
Michel…

Now, everyone started to remember Cooper’s vague explanation of his whereabouts over
the years when he first returned—he explained that he was mining in Africa.



That was the reason why everyone thought that he had been abducted and sold to another
country as a miner in coal mines… However, the Mitchells themselves were stunned by that
revelation. A genius like Cooper, even if he was tricked into a coal mine, will definitely
become a coal owner over the course of 20 years!

During those 20 years, he was not mining coal in a foreign country. Instead, he became the
uncrowned king of Africa and started a large-scale mining of rare metals on the continent
that were used for advanced technology, luxury goods and military weapons…

When Cooper and Fass were combined as one person, everyone was shocked yet felt that it
made sense because Fass was what Cooper should have been!

Then, he loosened his hand around Ryan’s neck and condescendingly glared at the Yard
brothers. “You’re right—I’m Fass. You can go ahead and tell your father that my children
whacked you today. I’ll wait for him to settle the scores!”

At the moment, Henry and Ryan did not dare to utter a word, compare fathers, or even sleep
with Lucile. They were only spitting nonsense to scare the ‘hillbillies’—the Mitchells—earlier,
but after a while, even they started to believe their own lies. However, now that the real deal
was here, their arrogance was immediately washed away by the cold harsh reality. Do we
know what kind of a person Fass Michel is?

Not only was he the leading person in the global clean energy industry, but he was also the
head of Michel Tech. As for Michel Munitions Industries… There were rumors circulating
that Fass stored nuclear weapons, which was why the Yard Family and other nations sent
agents to infiltrate the company to gather evidence that he was in possession of nuclear
weapons. Yet, every batch that they sent in returned with empty hands.

Without waiting for their reaction, Cooper ordered, “Throw all of them out! Throw them far
away from here!”

Everyone was waiting for that moment to hurl the Yard brothers, Sandra and the others out.

Many people had arrived here today; since it was the weekend, everyone had nothing to do
and decided to come and join in the fun, causing more of them to arrive. At that moment,
everyone was exposed to a shocking secret, which caused the place to be packed like
sardines.



As he stood at the place where he grew up, the coming breath of the house still felt as
familiar as usual.

He stood on the steps and saw the Mitchells carrying their luggages as they were about to
be driven out of their home. “The Mitchells can continue to live here. This is our ancestral
house and no one can take it away from us.”

After that, Cooper’s secretary entered with a bag of property deeds. He had personally gone
to the real estate department to report about Sandra and the Yards’ illegal operation before
quickly taking the deed to the ancestral house back. Now, everyone in the Mitchell Family
was co-owner of the house.
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The Mitchells can continue to live here. This is our ancestral house and no one can take it
away from us. Everyone cheered when they heard his words.

As Cooper gazed at the crowd, he continued, “As for my first born, Linus, I want to make it
clear here that I am Cooper of the Mitchell Family as well as Fass of the Michel Family,
which makes my son, Linus, a member of the Mitchell Family and the future heir to the
Michel Group. Both companies are not in conflict with each other. I have the blood of both
families in my veins, which belongs to my father and mother.

As for Linus’ future aspirations, he doesn’t intend to leave Michel Group and I fully respect
his choice. He has his own plans and wants to live his own life, so I don’t want to interfere
much. On the other hand, my daughter, Lucile, has the blood of two families, but they don’t
come into conflict with each other. Concerning her last name, I also fully respect her choice.
Before she was born, her mother—who is my wife, a Johnson—christened her as ‘Sophia
Edwards’ and she chose to retain the name.”

Even though both his children did not have the last name of ‘Mitchell’, everyone felt that
anything he said at that moment was correct because he was Cooper Mitchell.



After everyone had cheered, they moved their luggages back into the house while he entered
to have a look.

The house had belonged to the Mitchells for a century and it needed people to preserve its
structure. As it was under maintenance every year, it was really well-preserved.

After walking around the house, Cooper went to the neighborhood to check around and
realized that it seemed to retain the same appearance that it had when he was a child. After
all, it was a protected area designated by the government to preserve the historical
buildings, so there were no office buildings nearby. The houses looked the same as before
and the only thing that changed was the people living in it. Time…

As for the Edwards, Henry and Ryan had been crying for their parents in the hospital for
days because they had been badly beaten up. Due to Ryan’s arrogance, he lost three teeth
and there were a few of them being infected with pulpitis or fractured. Half of his teeth were
also almost knocked out.

“Mom, Cooper hit me. He hit me… He caused me to be in this shape! Look at me now—I
want you to send someone to kill him now!” Half of Ryan’s teeth were forcefully knocked out,
so he was talking like a blowing pipe while crying like a 20-year-old manchild.

Anna’s face was filled with distress as she panicked. “But… Cooper has a large influence in
the local areas. Your mother is just a woman and a foreigner. I can’t do anything about it. We
can only wait for your father to return home.”

“Where did Dad go?”

Anna replied, “Your dad is having a meeting abroad!” What meeting? Cooper has just set fire
on Jordan’s territory, so he is personally heading there to put it out himself.

However, Ryan and Henry were still moaning on their beds. “I want to kill them! I also want
Lucy to die!”

She quickly comforted, “Alright. After your father returns, he’ll definitely kill all of them!”

After leaving the hospital, she dropped her pretense of cowardice and love as her eyes were
filled with a deep sense of hatred and disdain. She glanced at her phone and saw a text that
was sent by an anonymous number.



‘He’ll return to the country the day after tomorrow. We need to be quick.’

Although it was only a few words, it was still enough to give her strength. I’m not fighting
alone.

She replied, ‘Lucy is back. Things have changed.’

Cooper responded, ‘Let her be.’

Alright… Anna also felt that Jordan’s daughter was not someone easy to deal with. Lucy isn’t
on the same side as us, but she isn’t Jordan’s supporter either. The enemy of my enemy is
my friend.

She wrote again, ‘I’ll meet you at the same place.’

She kept her phone away and tidied her hair before applying some lipstick.

Callum knew that she was about to meet Cooper.

Usually, she would apply a light-colored red on her lips, but whenever she was going to meet
Cooper, she chose a pink lipstick instead. Although they were almost the same, it made a
huge difference inside her.

Naturally, Callum would help his mother to keep an eye around whenever she went on a
date.

For the past few years, she started from nothing and was slowly escaping from Jordan’s
control, so the folks around her were people whom she could trust with her secrets.

However, Jordan was extremely suspicious of them. On the surface, he brought Anna and
her two sons to the Edwards residence because he was prepared to marry her in Bayside
City, but actually… he was separating them from the Ronney Group while removing their
power at the same time. With the three of them gone, he could restructure the whole
company and place his own people in crucial positions.

If she completely lost the Yard Group, she would forever become a flower in his palm. For
the rest of her life, she would never escape his control.

Even so, she did not plan to wait and die!



She and Cooper had plans of their own too.

While Jordan was gone, she would secretly go on a date with Cooper once every few days.
She told everyone that she was heading out for a drink and spa treatment, but only she
knew what she was actually doing…

Her recent rosy cheeks… must have been a result of the spa.

However, Jordan was back a day earlier than what he originally planned.

Initially, he went abroad to seize the Ronney Group, but several problems occurred to his
business, so he quickly returned to Bayside City as he seemed to realize something.

As soon as he returned, Ryan and Henry, who just returned from the hospital, came crying to
him.

“Dad, this woman… She is a spy and working with Cooper!” Henry shouted while pointing at
Lucy, who was standing next to Jordan.

She was wearing a pair of black-rimmed glasses that covered her lifeless eyes while she
pressed her cold lips.

She did not seem to be affected by their words while Jordan did not look like he believed his
sons at all. In an attempt to be more convincing, Henry added, “She must be living in
Cooper’s house during those two months.”

At that point, Jordan found Henry’s words unbelievable because for the past two months, it
was clear that Sam and Lucy’s grandmother’s family were the ones who kept her behind
closed doors.

Regarding that night’s event, the three families agreed to pretend that nothing had happened
and Jordan agreed not to hold them accountable for that mass murder too, but those
people insulted had insulted Lucy, so he did not plan to let them live for long.

She was living in Cooper’s house? That’s even more impossible. Why would Cooper allow
his son-in-law’s ex-girlfriend to stay in his house? Jordan was confident that he knew the
daughter whom he raised by himself. She has been working hard in the Edwards Group for
years. If she leaves, it means that those years of hard work will be in vain, so she won’t bring
herself to leave the family. This is why I knew that she would return.



He never treated Lucy as his daughter. Instead, he raised her like his son. I know my
daughter well. In her heart, it is never just about family love, but the benefit of the entire
Edwards Family. Judging by her temperament, she would never collaborate with Cooper.

Jordan was very clear and certain about that.

Not only that, but Henry and Ryan’s performances lately had massively disappointed him.
Ever since they arranged positions for the Yards in the Edwards Group, it drew
dissatisfaction from both families, but the moment Lucy came back, she was able to
stabilize the situation, which was a stark difference from the one before her return.

Jordan was also questioning why a genius like him, who had talented children, would
produce two useless bums like them. He interrupted them, “Alright. Stop it. You two need to
rest!”

Henry instantly lost his cool and started to smash everything in his sight. “Dad, why won’t
you believe us? The Mitchells’ ancestral house was already in our grasp, but she rejected
our development plan and even watched while Cooper took the house back! She definitely
has other intentions in mind. She wants to sabotage us! Dad, can you bear to see her treat
us like that? We are your children too!”


